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Empathy may allow interindividual sharing not only of emotions (e.g.,

joy, sadness, disgust) but also of sensations (e.g., touch, itching, pain).

Although empathy for pain may rely upon both sensory and affective

components of the pain experience, neuroimaging studies indicate that

only the affective component of the pain matrix is involved in empathy

for pain. By using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), we

highlighted the sensorimotor side of empathy for pain by showing a

clear motor inhibition during the mere observation of needles

penetrating body parts of a human model. Here, we explored

stimulus-specific and instruction-specific influences on this inhibition

by manipulating task instructions (request to adopt first- or third-

person perspective vs. passive observation) and painfulness of the

experimental stimuli (presentation of videos of needles deeply pene-

trating or simply pinpricking a hand). We found a significant reduction

in amplitudes of motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) specific to the muscle

the subjects observed being penetrated that correlated with the

intensity of the pain attributed to the model. Crucially, this motor

inhibition was present during observation of penetrating but not of

pinpricking needles. Moreover, no MEPs modulation contingent upon

different task instructions was found. Results suggest that the motor

inhibition elicited by the observation of Fflesh and bone_ pain stimuli is

more stimulus-driven than instruction-driven.

D 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Empathy refers to the reactions of one individual to the

observed experiences of another (Davis, 1996; Decety and

Jackson, 2004). Current neuroscientific models of empathy

postulate that a given motor, perceptual, or emotional state of
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one individual activates corresponding neural representations in

another individual observing that state (Preston and de Waal, 2002;

Decety and Jackson, 2004; Gallese, 2003). In keeping with this

mirror-like mechanism, neuropsychological, neurophysiological,

and brain imaging studies indicate that the neural structures

underlying sensation and emotion processing are also involved

when the same sensations and emotions are observed in others

(Hutchison et al., 1999; Adolphs et al., 2000; Calder et al., 2000;

Carr et al., 2003; Wicker et al., 2003; Pourtois et al., 2004;

Hennenlotter et al., 2005; Keysers et al., 2004; Blakemore et al.,

2005). For example, viewing another person’s facial emotional

reactions to unpleasant odorants activates parts of the anterior

insula (AI) that are also activated when the subject himself inhales

the same odorants (Wicker et al., 2003).

Pain is a complex and enigmatic feeling with sensory-

discriminative (e.g., intensity, duration, localization of the noxious

stimulus) and affective-motivational (e.g., unpleasantness) compo-

nents. These different components are mapped in two separate

nodes of a complex neural network referred to as the Fpain matrix_
(Ingvar, 1999; Peyron et al., 2000; Rainville, 2002). Converging

lines of evidence indicate that the sensory dimension of pain is

mainly coded in sensorimotor neural structures (Porro et al., 1998;

Bushnell et al., 1999; Hofbauer et al., 2001), while the affective

component is mapped in several limbic areas including the anterior

cingulate cortex (ACC) and AI (Rainville et al., 1997; Peyron et al.,

2000). The neural segregation of sensory and affective components

makes pain an interesting model for testing theories of empathy

based on the notion of shared neural representations.

Previous functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) studies indicate

that only the affective components of the pain matrix are involved

in empathy for pain. This suggests that only emotional representa-

tions of pain are shared between the self and others (Singer et al.,

2004; Morrison et al., 2004; Jackson et al., 2005; Botvinick et al.,

2005). Activation of ACC and AI was reported when participants

imagined others’ pain (Singer et al., 2004), watched facial pain-

related behavior (Botvinick et al., 2005) or observed potentially

painful situations (Jackson et al., 2005; Morrison et al., 2004). In a

recent transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) study, however, we

provided evidence that empathy for pain may imply the sharing of

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2006.03.010
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fine-grained somatomotor representations (Avenanti et al., 2005).

Indeed, the direct observation of painful stimuli delivered to

specific body parts of a human model brought about a reduction of

corticospinal excitability (Avenanti et al., 2005) similar to that

found in subjects who actually received painful stimulations

(Farina et al., 2001, 2003; Le Pera et al., 2001; Svensson et al.,

2003; Urban et al., 2004). Moreover, this reduction of motor

excitability was specific for the muscle being penetrated and

correlated with the sensory (intensity) instead of the emotional

(unpleasantness) qualities of the pain attributed to the model.

It has been suggested that the mental attitude of the participants

when thinking about the pain of others may account for by the

differences in sensorimotor activity in pain empathy studies

(Singer and Frith, 2005). One may posit that specific sensorimotor

neural responses occur only when observers are explicitly asked to

mentally simulate specific sensory qualities (e.g., intensity, locus of

the stimulus) of others’ sensations. This may help to explain (i) the

muscle-specific reduction of corticospinal excitability found in our

study when the observing subjects were instructed to focus on the

sensations purportedly felt by the model (Avenanti et al., 2005); (ii)

the somatotopic sensorimotor activation found during observation

of touch stimuli in conditions in which subjects were instructed to

rate the intensity of the touching stimuli (Blakemore et al., 2005).

If explicit instructions to mentally simulate sensory features of

others’ pain are crucial for triggering empathic sensorimotor

responses, no specific modulation of corticospinal excitability

should be observed during passive observation of painful events.

However, it is entirely possible that not only instruction-based

but also stimulus-based factors may induce simulation of specific

qualities of others’ pain and thus may modulate sensorimotor or

emotional nodes of the pain matrix. Only the direct observation of

shocking or intensely painful stimulations may, for example, elicit

activity in the sensorimotor node of the pain matrix. Indeed, in

most fMRI studies on empathy for pain, participants were not

allowed to see others’ painful stimulations directly (Singer et al.,

2004; Botvinick et al., 2005) or observe static pictures of

potentially painful situations (Jackson et al., 2005). In an fMRI

study, Morrison et al. (2004) employed dynamic videos, similar to

those used in our previous TMS study (Avenanti et al., 2005).

However, an important difference between these two studies was

the observation of light pinpricks (Morrison et al., 2004) instead of

deep needle penetrations into specific body parts (Avenanti et al.,

2005).

In this study, we set out to explain the seeming discrepancy

between fMRI (Singer et al., 2004; Morrison et al., 2004; Jackson

et al., 2005) and TMS studies (Avenanti et al., 2005). In particular,

we carried out two single-pulse TMS experiments to test whether

sensorimotor neural activity underlying empathy for pain is

modulated by instruction-based factors, stimulus-based factors or

by both. In the first experiment, we sought to determine whether

the reduction of corticospinal excitability found in our previous

study (Avenanti et al., 2005) was different in passive observation

conditions and when the experimental subjects received the explicit

instruction to focus on the qualities of the model’s pain and to

mentally simulate sensory features of others’ pain by adopting a

first-person perspective. The role of stimulus-based factors was

assessed in a second experiment by testing whether the cortico-

spinal inhibition contingent upon pain observation was modulated

by different strength in evoking Fpainfulness_ of the stimuli to be

observed (needles pinpricking vs. deeply penetrating body parts of

a model).
Material and methods

Participants

Eighteen (9 men, mean age 25 years, range 20–28) and nine (4

men, mean age 26 years, range 19–32) subjects, all recruited at the

IRCCS Fondazione Santa Lucia Rome, were tested in experiments

1 and 2 respectively. All subjects were right handed according to a

standard handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971). They gave their

written informed consent to participate in the study. None of the

participants had neurological, psychiatric, or other medical prob-

lems or had any contraindication to TMS (Wassermann, 1998). The

protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the Fondazione

Santa Lucia and was carried out in accordance with the ethical

standards of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

EMG and TMS recordings

MEPs induced by TMS were recorded simultaneously from

first right dorsal interosseus (FDI, in the region of the index finger)

and abductor digiti minimi (ADM, in the region of little finger) by

means of a Viking IV (Nicolet biomedical, USA) electromyograph.

EMG signals were band-pass filtered (20 Hz–2.5 kHz, sampling

rate fixed at 10 kHz), digitized and stored on a computer for off-

line analysis. Pairs of silver/silver chloride surface electrodes were

placed over the muscle belly (active electrode) and over the

associated joint or tendon of the muscle (reference electrode). A

circular ground electrode with a diameter of 30 mm was placed on

the dorsal surface of the right wrist. A figure-of-8 coil connected to

a Magstim Super Rapid Transcranial Magnetic Stimulator (Mag-

stim, Whitland, Dyfed, UK) was placed over the left M1. The

intersection of the coil was placed tangentially to the scalp with the

handle pointing backward and laterally at a 45- angle away from

the midline. In this way, the current induced in the neural tissue

was directed approximately perpendicular to the line of the central

sulcus, optimal for trans-synaptic activation of the corticospinal

pathways (Brasil-Neto et al., 1992; Mills et al., 1992). By using a

slightly suprathreshold stimulus intensity, the coil was moved over

the left hemisphere to determine the optimal position from which

maximal amplitude MEPs were elicited in the ADM (experiment 1)

or FDI (experiment 2) muscle. The optimal position of the coil was

then marked on the scalp with a pen to ensure correct coil

placement throughout the experiment. The intensity of magnetic

pulses was set at 130% of the resting motor threshold, defined as

the minimal intensity of the stimulator output that produces MEPs

with an amplitude of at least 50 AV with a 50% probability

(Rossini et al., 1994). The absence of voluntary contraction was

continuously verified visually and, prior to the recording session,

by auditory monitoring of the EMG signal.

Visual stimuli

In each experiment, different types of video clips were

presented on a 19-in. screen located 80 cm from the subjects. In

experiment 1, the video clips showed the following: (i) the dorsal

static view of a right foot; (ii) the dorsolateral static view of the

FDI and (iii) of the ADM region of a right hand; (iv) a needle

deeply penetrating the dorsal surface of a right foot; (v) a needle

deeply penetrating the FDI muscle; and (vi) the ADM muscle of a

right hand. In experiment 2, the video clips included (i) the static

view of the dorsal surface of a right hand; (ii) a needle deeply
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penetrating the FDI muscle of a right hand; (iii) a needle pricking

the same muscle.

Previous TMS studies report that observing moving body parts

brings about an increase in corticospinal excitability (Fadiga et al.,

1995, 2005), and that observing a hand using tools elicits activation

of the primary motor cortex (Järveläinen et al., 2004). To avoid such

effects in the present pain study, we checked that no hand or foot

movements were evoked by pinprick stimuli. We also checked that

the syringe holder was not visible in any of the videos.

Procedure

The experiments were programmed using Psychophysics

Toolbox (www.psychotoolbox.org) and Matlab (www.mathworks.

com) software to control sequence and duration of video clips, and

to trigger TMS and EMG recording. Each type of video clip was

presented in a separate block. Six (15 trials) and four (18 trials)

observational blocks were performed in experiments 1 and 2

respectively. In all experiments, a central cross (1000-ms duration)

indicated the beginning of a trial and initiated EMG recording. The

duration of each video was 1800 ms. In each trial, a magnetic pulse

was randomly delivered between 200 and 600 ms before the end of

the movie to avoid any priming effects that could affect MEP size.

A black screen was shown for 7.2 s in the intertrial intervals. The

choice of a long intertrial interval was based on a study

demonstrating that TMS delivered for 1 h at 0.1-Hz frequency

did not induce any change in excitability (Chen et al., 1997).

In experiment 1, the 18 volunteers received two different

kinds of instructions. Nine participants were specifically

instructed to pay attention to the displayed events and were

explicitly asked to adopt a first-person perspective during the

observation of painful stimuli applied to the model. They were
Table 1

Detailed information about subjects, task instructions and stimuli employed in ex

Task instructions:

Passive observation

N = 9 (5 men) mean

age 25 years range 20–27

‘‘Try to keep your arm relaxed

throughout the experiment.

Watch and pay attention to the vid

First-person

N = 9 (4 men mean

age 25 years range 20–28

‘‘Try to keep your arm relaxed thro

the experiment. Watch and pay atte

the video-clip. Assume the model’s

view so as to observe the displayed

from an egocentric, first person per

If you see a needle penetrating a b

imagine feeling the same pain as th

in the same body part. Focus on w

would have felt in that body part’’

Third-person

N = 9 (4 men) mean

age 26 years range 19–32

‘‘Try to keep your arm relaxed thro

experiment. Watch and pay attentio

If you see a needle penetrating or p

try to focus on what the stimulated
asked to ‘‘imagine feeling the same pain as the model, in the

same body part’’ and to focus on what they ‘‘would have felt on

that body part’’ if being stimulated (first-person instruction)

(Table 1). Following these instructions should imply that the

voluntary first-person mental simulation induces a precise spatial

mapping of the model’s feelings onto the observer’s body. The

remaining nine participants were told to simply watch the movie

clips attentively (passive observation) (Table 1). The order of the

six different blocks was randomized.

In experiment 2, participants were asked to adopt a third-person

perspective during the observation of the model’s pain, and as they

were instructed to ‘‘focus on what the stimulated individual may

have felt’’ (third-person instruction) (Table 1), as used in our

previous study (Avenanti et al., 2005). Blocks of videos depicting

deep needle penetrations or pinpricks were presented in two

different sessions separated by 24–48 h. In each session, partic-

ipants observed static and deep penetration videos or static and

pinprick videos (Table 1). The order of the different sessions and

blocks was counterbalanced. After each TMS session in experiment

2, subjects were presented with all videos and asked to judge the pain

qualities supposedly felt by the model in each condition. Subjects

were asked to rate the intensity and the unpleasantness of the pain

ascribed to the model during deep needle penetrations and pinpricks,

by marking a vertical, 10-cm visual analogue scale (VAS) with 0 cm

indicating Fno effect_ and 10 cm Fmaximal effect imaginable_.

Data analysis

Neurophysiological data were processed off-line. Trials with

EMG activity prior to TMS were discarded from the analysis. Three

participants in experiment 1 (two in the passive observation group,

one in the first-person group) were replaced due to high number of
periments 1 and 2

Blocks of visual stimuli:

eo-clip’’

–Static foot

–Needle penetrating the foot

–Static hand (FDI region)

–Needle penetrating the FDI

–Static hand (ADM region)

–Needle penetrating the ADM

ughout

ntion to

point of

body parts

spective.

ody part,

e model,

hat you

–Static foot

–Needle penetrating the foot

–Static hand (FDI region)

–Needle penetrating the FDI

–Static hand (ADM region)

–Needle penetrating the ADM

ughout the

n to the video-clip.

inpricking a body part,

individual may have felt’’

Session A (TMS):

–Static hand (dorsal view)

–Needle penetrating the FDI

Session B (TMS):

–Static hand (dorsal view)

–Needle pricking the FDI

Session C (movie evaluation):

–Needle penetrating the FDI

–Needle pricking the FDI

 http:www.psychotoolbox.org 
 http:www.mathworks.com 
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motor artefacts (more than 30% of the trials). In both experiments,

meanMEP amplitude values in each condition were measured peak-

to-peak (in mV). Outliers (T2.5 SD of the mean) were identified for

each muscle in each condition and the data were removed.

Logarithmic transformation was applied to amplitude values [log

(mean MEP amplitude value + 1)] to normalize data distribution.

In experiment 1, we subtracted MEP amplitudes recorded

during each static condition (Foot, FDI, and ADM region) from the

MEP amplitude recorded during each correspondent pain condition

to emphasize the possible somatotopic modulation contingent upon

pain observation. Thus, we obtained three normalized MEP

difference values for each muscle (FPain–Foot_; FPain–FDI_;
FPain–ADM_); each value indicated the contrast between the

painful and neutral (static) view of a given body part. For each

muscle, normalized MEP differences were analyzed by mixed

model two-way ANOVAs, with Instruction (explicit instruction,

passive observation) as between-subjects and Condition (FPain–
Foot_, FPain–FDI_, FPain–ADM_) as within-subjects factors. Post
hoc comparisons were made by means of the Newman-Keuls test.

In experiment 2, we calculated normalized MEP differences by

subtracting the mean MEP amplitude recorded during the static

conditions from the mean MEP amplitude recorded during the

painful conditions. Each painful condition (deep penetration,

pinprick) was contrasted with the static condition recorded in the

same session. For each muscle, normalized MEP differences were

analyzed by repeated measures one-way ANOVA with Condition

(FPenetration–FDI_, FPinprick-FDI_) as within-subjects factor.
In both experiments, for each condition and for each muscle

separately, normalized MEP differences were compared against the

value of 0 (no modulation) by means of one-sample t tests. An

additional between groups one-way ANOVA on MEPs differences

(pain-static) recorded from FDI during observation of deep needle

penetration in the FDI muscle was performed across experiments to

compare directly the effect of the three types of (passive obser-

vation, first-person, third-person) on corticospinal excitability

during observation of pain.

In experiment 2, the pain qualities attributed to the model

during deep needle penetrations or pinpricks were rated by means
Fig. 1. MEP amplitude contrasts between pain and neutral conditions of experime

respectively. MEPs recorded from FDI are indicated in black; MEPs recorded from

hoc comparisons ( P < 0.05).
of two VAS (pain intensity, pain unpleasantness). We compared the

ratings in the two observational conditions by means of paired t

tests. We carried out a correlation analysis between neurophysio-

logical and subjective measures for observation conditions in

which MEP amplitude contrasts were significantly different from

0. One-sample t test indicated that the only MEP amplitude

difference significantly different from 0 was recorded from the FDI

muscle during FPenetration–FDI_ (t8 = �3.51, P = 0.003). Thus,

Pearson correlation coefficients between MEP amplitude difference

recorded in FPenetration–FDI_ and subjective reports (VAS pain

intensity, VAS pain unpleasantness) were computed.
Results

In the first experiment, ANOVA on MEPs contrasts (pain-

neutral) recorded from FDI revealed a main effect of observational

Condition (F2,32 = 4.33, P = 0.022) (Fig. 1). This effect was entirely

accounted for by the lower amplitude recorded during FPain–FDI_,
compared to FPain–Foot_ (P = 0.021) or FPain–ADM_ (P = 0.032).

Moreover, one-sample t test revealed that the FPain–FDI_ contrast
was significantly different from 0 (t17 = �2.61, P = 0.018). This

indicates that there was a specific decrease in excitability of the

observers’ FDI muscle corticospinal representation when they

viewed deep needle penetrations in the FDI with respect to when

they observed the neutral view of the same body part. Examples of

MEPs recorded from the FDI muscle in different observation

conditions of experiment 1 are provided in Fig. 2A.

ANOVA on MEPs contrasts recorded from ADM showed a

main effect of condition (F2,32 = 3.69, P = 0.036) accounted for by

the lower amplitude recorded during observation of pain in ADM

region compared to foot (P = 0.046) or FDI (P = 0.037) region

(Fig. 1). Again, FPain–ADM_ contrast was significantly different

from 0 (t17 = �2.48, P = 0.024).

The two groups of participants that received the two types of

instructions (first-person, passive observation) presented very

similar patterns of corticospinal excitability modulation (Table 2).

We found no main effect of Instructions or interaction with
nt 1. Left, middle, and right columns indicate foot, FDI, and ADM regions

ADM in white. Error bars denote SEM. Asterisks indicate significant post



Fig. 2. Raw MEPs amplitudes recorded from the FDI muscle in one representative subject from experiment 1 (passive observation instruction) (A) and one

from experiment 2 (third-person instruction) (B).
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Condition for either muscle (P > 0.6). Critically, the MEPs

inhibition effect showed no differences between the two groups.

In the second experiment, subjects were instructed to focus on

the model’s sensation (third-person instruction) during observation

of deep and superficial needle penetrations of the FDI muscle.

MEPs recorded from FDI during observation of FPenetration–FDI_
were reduced with respect to the FPinprick-FDI_ contrast (F1,8 =

6.49, P = 0.034) (Fig. 3).

Only MEPs recorded from the FDI muscle during observation

of needles deeply penetrating the model’s FDI were significantly

different from 0 (t8 = �3.51, P = 0.003), indicating a selective

motor inhibition during the observation of deep painful penetra-

tions. Fig. 2B shows examples of MEPs recorded from the FDI

muscle in the different observation conditions of experiment 2. No

modulation of ADM muscle activity was found (F1,8 = 0.007, P =

0.94).

The videos depicting needles deeply penetrating the FDI

muscle were quite similar in experiments 1 and 2. By contrast,

three experimental groups were defined according to the

different types of instruction (passive observation and first-

person instructions in experiment 1, third-person instruction in

experiment 2). Thus, in a further analysis, we directly tested

the effect of instructions by comparing the MEP contrasts

(pain-static) recorded from the FDI during observation of deep

needle penetration in the FDI muscle with the three different

types of experimental instructions. ANOVA revealed no differ-
Table 2

MEP amplitude contrasts between pain and static conditions in the two

groups of participants in experiment 1

MEPs contrasts recorded

from FDI Mean (SEM)

MEPs contrasts recorded

from ADM mean (SEM)

First-person Passive

observation

First-person Passive

observation

Pain–Foot 0.09 (0.07) 0.06 (0.07) 0.14 (0.10) 0.02 (0.10)

Pain–FDI �0.15 (0.07) �0.12 (0.07) 0.04 (0.06) 0.07 (0.06)

Pain–ADM 0.08 (0.10) 0.10 (0.10) �0.10 (0.07) �0.13 (0.07)
ences between the three groups of participants (F2,21 = 0.03,

P = 0.97).

After TMS sessions in experiment 2, subjects used VAS to

judge sensory and affective qualities of the pain presumably

felt by the model in the two conditions. The pain ascribed to

the model during deep penetrations was evaluated as more

intense (t8 = 4.60, P = 0.002) and unpleasant (t8 = 3.08, P =

0.015) than during pinpricks (see Fig. 4A). Importantly, we

found that MEP amplitude contrast (pain-static) recorded from

the FDI muscle during observation of needles deeply pene-

trating the model’s FDI correlated with the sensory qualities of

the pain ascribed to the model during penetration (VAS pain

intensity: r = �0.69, P = 0.041) but not with the emotional
Fig. 3. MEP amplitude contrasts between pain and neutral conditions of

experiment 2. Left and right columns indicate observation conditions of

pinpricks and deep penetrations of the FDI muscle respectively. MEPs

recorded from FDI are indicated in black; MEPs recorded from ADM in

white. Error bars denote SEM. Asterisks indicate significant post hoc

comparisons ( P < 0.05).



Fig. 4. Subjective evaluations and correlation analysis in experiment 2. (A) Qualities of the pain attributed to the model during observation of deep penetrations

and pinpricks. Error bars denote SEM. (B) Correlation between amplitude of MEPs recorded from FDI during FPenetration–FDI_ and pain qualities ascribed to
the model (pain intensity and unpleasantness).
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qualities (VAS pain unpleasantness: r = �0.28, P = 0.47)

(Fig. 4B). Negative correlations indicated that the largest MEP

inhibition was found in the subjects who evaluated the model’s

pain as most intense.
Discussion

In a previous TMS study, we reported that observation of Fflesh
and bone_ painful events elicited pain-related activity in the

observers’ motor system (Avenanti et al., 2005). In particular, we

demonstrated that observing needles penetrating different body

parts of a human model unknown to the observer induced a

somatotopic inhibition of the corticospinal system of the observers,

who were instructed to focus on the model’s feelings. Importantly,

the inhibitory effect correlated with the intensity, but not the

unpleasantness, of the pain attributed to the model, suggesting that

inhibitory motor mapping may reflect simulation of sensory, rather

than affective, qualities of others’ pain (Avenanti et al., 2005). It is

worth noting that a similar inhibition of motor representations has

also been reported during the personal experience of pain (Farina et

al., 2001, 2003; Le Pera et al., 2001; Svensson et al., 2003; Urban

et al., 2004). The correspondent mapping of pain on self and others

hints at the existence of a pain Fresonant_ activation similar to that
called into play during sharing of motor (Rizzolatti et al., 2001;

Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004), emotional (Carr et al., 2003;

Wicker et al., 2003; Hennenlotter et al., 2005), and somatic

representations (Keysers et al., 2004; Blakemore et al., 2005).

Somatotopic inhibition of motor representations during

observation of others’ pain

In the present study, we confirm all the basic features of the

motor inhibition linked to pain observation. In particular, we

demonstrate that the observation of Fflesh and bone_ painful stimuli

inflicted to another person’s hand muscle inhibits the corticospinal

representation of the very same muscle in the observer. This effect

may be due to activation of the motor mirror system. In principle,

our motor inhibition may reflect the simulation of a defensive

motor reaction to pain similar to the suppression of distal muscle

activity observed during the upper limb withdrawal reflex

(Inghilleri et al., 1997; Farina et al., 2003). However, actual motor

reactions to pain result in suppression of MEPs amplitude from all

distal hand muscles (Farina et al., 2001, 2003; Le Pera et al., 2001;

Svensson et al., 2003; Urban et al., 2004). Thus, the high

selectivity of our pain-related observational effect speaks against

the simulation of a massive retraction reflex (for further dis-

cussions, see Avenanti et al., 2005).
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We suggest, rather, that the effect may be due to a mirror-like

Fresonance_ mechanism that extracts basic sensory qualities of

another person’s painful experience (location and intensity of the

noxious stimulus) and maps them onto the observers’ motor system

according to somatotopic rules (Avenanti et al., 2005). This view is

supported by the inhibitory sign of the effect, by the muscle

specificity found in experiments 1 and 2 and by the correlation of

MEP inhibition with the intensity of the pain attributed to the

model (see experiment 2).

The correlation of motor inhibition with sensory aspects of

others’ pain may seem at odds with fMRI studies showing that

only the affective division of the pain matrix is involved in

empathy for pain and thus suggesting that only emotional

representations of pain are shared between self and others (Singer

et al., 2004; Morrison et al., 2004; Jackson et al., 2005; Botvinick

et al., 2005). The discrepancy between TMS (Avenanti et al., 2005)

and fMRI (Singer et al., 2004; Morrison et al., 2004; Jackson et al.,

2005) studies may be partially explained by the possibly higher

sensitivity in detecting subtle sensorimotor changes of TMS with

respect to fMRI (Farina et al., 2003). However, it is also possible

that different empathic phenomena are likely called into action in

different studies (Singer and Frith, 2005). In the present study, we

have dealt with this discrepancy by exploring whether the so-called

somatomotor contagion described in our previous research

(Avenanti et al., 2005) is an instruction-based or stimulus-based

phenomenon. Two key results will be discussed.

Instructions to focus on pain qualities have little influence on

somatomotor contagion

It is plausible that the different task instructions employed in

previous pain empathy studies account for the different results

(Singer and Frith, 2005). An entirely Finstruction-based_ hypoth-
esis predicts that specific sensorimotor neural activity is mainly

found in paradigms in which participants are asked to attend to

specific sensory qualities (e.g., intensity, locus) of others’ pain or

touch feelings (Singer and Frith, 2005; Blakemore et al., 2005; but

see Jackson et al., 2005).

In contrast with predictions of instruction-based effects, the

results of experiment 1 demonstrate that even the passive

observation of others’ pain can elicit somatotopic motor inhibition.

Furthermore, the three experimental groups in experiments 1 and 2

had very similar patterns of corticospinal excitability regardless of

whether the instruction was to simply pay attention to the displayed

movie (passive observation, experiment 1), to focus on what the

participant would have felt during a similar stimulation on the same

body part (first-person perspective, experiment 1), or to focus on

what the stimulated individual may have felt in the observed

stimulation (third-person perspective, experiment 2).

We cannot of course exclude that the instructions used in the

present study may modulate other nodes of the pain matrix, e.g.,

emotional neural structures. The explicit instruction to imagine

experiencing the pain personally may lead, for example, to an

increase in personal distress (Underwood and Moore, 1982;

Batson et al., 1997; Jackson et al., 2006) and thus to a higher

activation in limbic areas. In a similar vein, it is entirely possible

that first-person instructions similar to those used in the present

study would disclose modulation of somatomotor areas in

different experimental conditions (e.g., during observation of

comparatively non-painful or less involving stimuli such as pain-

implying static pictures) (Jackson et al., 2006). Although, as
discussed in the next session, somatomotor contagion may be

mainly influenced by the properties of the observed stimuli,

manipulations of task instructions different from those used in the

present study may influence the somatomotor response to others’

pain. For example, verbal or non-verbal cues indicating high–

low intensity of the pain felt by the model may increase–

decrease the size of the motor inhibition effect found in passive

observation conditions. Future research is needed to directly test

this hypothesis.

Stimulus-driven somatomotor contagion during observation of

Fflesh and bone_ painful stimulations

Experiment 2 shows clearly different patterns of corticospinal

excitability during observation of videos depicting our Fflesh and

bone_ stimuli with needles deeply penetrating the hand of a model

(Avenanti et al., 2005) and during observation of videos depicting

needles lightly pinpricking the same hand. Interestingly, the latter

movies were purposely made very similar to those used in an fMRI

study where only the affective but not the somatomotor part of the

pain matrix was activated (Morrison et al., 2004). In view of the

similarity of the experimental stimuli, this discrepancy was

particularly puzzling. However, results of experiment 2 provide a

plausible explanation. Indeed, an inhibitory modulation of specific

motor representations was elicited only by observation of the

former type of movie, which was also subjectively rated as more

painful. It is also important that the inhibitory effect correlated with

the sensory, but not affective, qualities of the pain attributed to the

model.

Thus, the second main result is that motor inhibition may be

crucially dependent upon the painfulness of the observed scenes

and in particular, on the intensity of the sensation evoked by the

visual stimuli and ascribed to the model. This result hints at the

important role of visual features of the observed painful stimula-

tions in evoking sensorimotor neural response to others’ pain. We

do not exclude, however, that other types of peripheral information,

such as for example auditory or even gustatory or olfactory stimuli,

could modulate this type of response. It is also possible that re-

enacting specific painful memory traces might modulate this effect.

We believe that all of these issues are potentially important, and we

plan to address them in future studies.

In summary, the present study suggests that the key variables

modulating sensorimotor responses to others’ pain are mainly

related to the visual features of the observed scene and thus to

stimulus-based factors. This hypothesis may explain the absence of

specific sensorimotor neural activity in previous brain imaging

studies of empathy for pain. In a first fMRI study, for example,

empathy for pain was induced by means of arbitrary visual cues

signaling an impending painful stimulus to the participants’

romantic partner (Singer et al., 2004). In these conditions, an

increase in the BOLD signal was found mainly in AI and ACC

cortices, which are part of the affective division of the pain matrix.

Neural activity in the affective pain network was also reported in

fMRI studies in which experimental subjects viewed videos of

facial expressions of pain in human models they did not know

(Botvinick et al., 2005) or static pictures of potentially painful

stimuli delivered to the model’s hands or feet (Jackson et al., 2005).

Importantly, Jackson et al. (2005) looked specifically for somato-

topic activations by asking subjects to rate the intensity of the pain

attributed to the model. The absence of somatotopic activation in

sensorimotor structures during attention to sensory qualities of
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others’ pain further contrasts the prediction of an entirely

Finstruction-based_ hypothesis.
Conclusion

All in all, the present study shows that the direct observation of

Fflesh and bone_ stimulations purportedly able to induce pain in a

model elicits pain-related activity in the observers’ motor system. In

keeping with our previous study (Avenanti et al., 2005), the present

findings highlight the role of the sensorimotor node of the Fpain
matrix_ in the empathic matching of specific sensory aspects of

others’ painful experiences. An entirely novel result of the present

study is that the visual features of the observed stimuli modulate the

inhibitory effect much more than the instruction to simulate the pain

of others. Thus, the mere observation of Fflesh and bone_ stimuli

that profoundly engage the onlookers in the painful scenario seems

per se adept to induce them to automatically map the model’s

supposed pain onto their somatomotor system. This is important

insofar as it sheds light on the apparent discrepancy between TMS

(Avenanti et al., 2005) and fMRI studies (Singer et al., 2004;

Morrison et al., 2004; Jackson et al., 2005; Botvinick et al., 2005) in

which the observed stimuli likely elicited different types of

empathy for pain than the somatomotor contagion explored in

our research. Further studies using neuroimaging (fMRI) and

neurophysiological (somatosensory- and laser-evoked potentials,

magnetoencephalography) techniques are currently being con-

ducted in our laboratories with the aim of investigating the critical

variables that supposedly affect the different nodes of the complex

neural network underlying Fflesh and bone_ empathy for pain.
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